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Center for Science and the Schools (CSATS)
 Forging mutually beneficial and sustainable relationships among Penn 

State STEM researchers, outreach providers, and K-12 teachers
 Building K-12 science teachers’ capacity for implementing research-

based science teaching practices in the classroom

Teacher professional development goals:
1.Understand the nature of science and 

engineering research

2.Teach using reform-oriented practices



Goals of CSATS’ Education Outreach 

1. To enhance science literacy and interest

2. To improve the STEM career pipeline 

3.  Enhance teachers’ ability to incorporate the 
discourse and practices of science and 
engineering in their classroom teaching



Teachers typically: 

1. Lack authentic 
research experiences

2. Have misconceptions 
about  the nature of 
research

3. Separate practices of 
science from scientific 
knowledge



Traditional Understanding 
and Classroom Practice

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Scientific+Method+Clip+Art&FORM=RESTAB#view=detail&id=532DF5B16643FD
77315C7E1C91702A63038BDD1B&selectedIndex=39



Reform Perspective

Science for All Americans (AAAS, 
1989)

National Science Education 
Standards (NRC, 1996)

Next Generation Science Standards 
(NRC, 2012, 2013)

• Disciplinary Core Ideas

• Crosscutting Concepts

• Scientific & Engineering Practices



Disciplinary Core Ideas

• Physical Sciences

• Life Sciences

• Earth and Space Sciences

• Engineering, Technology, and Applications of 
Science

From:  NRC (2012). A Framework for K-12 Science Education, p. 49



Crosscutting Concepts

1. Patterns

2. Cause and effect: Mechanism and explanation

3. Scale, proportion, and quantity

4. Systems and system models

5. Energy and matter: Flows, cycles, and 
conservation

6. Structure and function

7. Stability and change

From:  NRC (2012). A Framework for K-12 Science Education, p. 49



Scientific & Engineering Practices

1. Asking questions and defining problems

2. Developing and using models

3. Planning and carrying out investigations

4. Analyzing and interpreting data

5. Using mathematics and computational thinking

6. Constructing explanations and designing 
solutions

7. Arguing based on evidence

8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating 
information

From:  NRC (2012). A Framework for K-12 Science Education, p. 49



Emphasis of Reform Documents

Research is dynamic and messy and involves constant 
negotiation, critique, and analysis.

From:  NRC (2012). A Framework for K-12 Science Education, p. 45



Research:

• …aims to generate knowledge/solve problems

• …is complex, multi-level & multidisciplinary

• …involves synthesis across research thrusts

• …involves systems thinking, model-based 
reasoning, and quantitative reasoning

• …requires creativity and innovation



Broader Impacts/Education Outreach

• Should align with research 

• Should promote teaching, training and learning

• Should benefit society



Expertise & Challenges

Researchers

Have expertise in content areas and 
in research practices

Degree of expertise depends on 
education & experience level 
May struggle conveying routine (but 
important) aspects 

Teachers
Have expertise making concepts 
accessible to K-12 students

Generally have limited experience 
with research 

http://www.earthpreservers.com/duke-u-
scientists-nobodys-listening-frackings-risks/

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/us/

http://www.publicagendaarchives.org/citizen/issueguides/education



Strategies in Developing Effective T-R 
Partnerships



Systems Thinking

From:
González, J. A., C. Montes, J. Rodríguez, and W. Tapia. 2008. Rethinking the Galapagos Islands 
as a complex social-ecological system: implications for conservation and management. 
Ecology and Society 13(2): 13. [online] URL: 
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol13/iss2/art13/



Systems Thinking:

• A way of thinking about complex phenomena 
or problems in terms of interactions and 
interdependencies among their component 
parts.

• Examples:

– Natural Systems

– Engineered systems 

– Business systems



Earth Systems

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=rock%20cycle%2
0diagram&qs=IM&form=QBIR&pq=rock%20cycle&sc=8-
10&sp=2&sk=IM1#view=detail&id=F2CA5C15A248919C95
E4B524972E2F514CDE5FCE&selectedIndex=13

http://mrsvegassite.wikispaces.com/file/view/Rock_Cycle.jpg/167791273/Rock_Cycle.jpg

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=earth%20systems%20images&qs
=n&form=QBIRMH&pq=earth%20systems%20images&sc=1-20&sp=-
1&sk=#view=detail&id=89293A7A995AB987410AC060AF3BCEABD84B2CA
8&selectedIndex=707

http://bprc.osu.edu/resources/research/sealevel/images/diagram.jpg

http://mrsvegassite.wikispaces.com/file/view/Rock_Cycle.jpg/167791273/Rock_Cycle.jpg


http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=business+systems+images&qpvt=business+systems+images&FORM=I
GRE#view=detail&id=6A85209AA5C6A1B46D550453CA3C0AAE85C409B0&selectedIndex=20

Business Systems



Engineered Systems

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=engineered%20systems&qs=n&form=QBIRMH&pq=engineered%20syst
ems&sc=8-18&sp=-
1&sk=#view=detail&id=432271245A7A50CD2441043331EE32DDF6AAD94B&selectedIndex=541

http://www.fulton.com/product-profile.php?uid=35



Research as a System: The MASTER Model Framework

Individual Experiment Level



Describing research from a systems perspective

• Example: reBUild

• Purpose is to uncover 
interconnections between 
environmental disruption  
and outbreaks of 
incidences of Buruli ulcer 
(Mycobacterium ulcerans) 
in Ghana

http://www.rebuildghana.org/overview-38007.php

PI - Dr. Petra Tschakert, Associate Professor of Geography, Penn State

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/com
mons/6/62/Buruli_ulcer_hand_Nigeria.png

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buruli_ulcer#m
ediaviewer/File:Buruli_ulcer_traveler.png

http://www.rebuildghana.org/overview-38007.php


Complex Systems Concept Map



Creating a MASTER Model Framework
Overarching question:

What combination of environmental factors and human 
factors lead to BU incidence?

Guiding Questions:

1. What environmental characteristics (e.g. land-cover 
change, water quality, and amount and distribution of 
rainfall) correspond with high BU incidence?

2. How do human behaviors and environmental 
characteristics combine to affect BU incidence and 
prevalence?



Underlying guiding sub-questions

1. What environmental characteristics (e.g. land-cover change, water quality, and amount and 
distribution of rainfall) correspond with high BU incidence?

1A. To what extent is the temporal pattern of BU incidence determined by seasonal rainfall 
amounts and variation?
1B. To what extent is the spatial pattern of BU incidence determined by the type, 
distribution, and magnitude of human land disturbance?
1C. How does the water quality of stagnant water bodies vary in areas with high vs low BI 
incidence?
1D. Are there thresholds in BU incidence that result from the interaction of landscape 
disturbance and rainfall/flooding events?

2. How do human behaviors and environmental characteristics combine to affect BU incidence 
and prevalence?

2A. What are the occupational and behavioral characteristics of people affected by BU and 
what are their activity spaces?
2B. To what extent do these activity spaces overlap with areas of BU incidence, land 
disturbance, and stagnant water?
2C. How are local knowledge attitudes, and practices associated with BU prevalence and 
avoidance of BU health care treatment?
2D. To what extent do frequency and duration of exposure to potential risk reservoirs affect 
risk of BU transmission?



MASTER Model Framework for reBUild



Activity 1:  Designing a Research System

Researchers discuss their thinking while 
diagramming an existing project using the MASTER 
Model Framework

– Identify overarching research question or task
– Identify guiding questions or tasks that underlie the 

overarching question
– Identify sub-questions underlying the guiding 

questions
– Identify key investigations associated with each sub-

task 
– Identify anticipated interconnections and 

interdependencies



Research as a System: The MASTER Model 
Framework

Individual Experiment Level



Practices of Science at the Individual Experiment Level



Practices of Engineering Design



reBUild Example

• Researchers work with teachers to help 
them understand the processes

• 2B. To what extent do these activity spaces 
overlap with areas of BU incidence, land 
disturbance, and stagnant water.



Activity 2. The Experimental Level

• Researchers use the “experiment level” model 
to describe individual experiments/designs.

– Challenges at the experimental level

– Changes to other components of the research





Activity 3: Developing a Classroom 
Research Project

• Collaborate to develop a classroom research 
project which parallels the research project



Working with Graduate Students
Graduate students:
• Create a MASTER Model of their 

own research projects, indicating 
interconnections within and 
across systems levels

• Extend the boundaries of the 
system to include diagrams of 
other researchers in their labs, 
showing how they are 
interconnected and 
interdependent

• Include shaded areas depicting 
relationships to the broader 
research space



Individual Research 
System Template



Connections across projects



Uses of the MASTER Model
• A visual representation of the entire research project 

showing component parts, sub-parts and their 
interrelationships

• A road map for engaging others in discussion about 
specific aspects of various components of the research

• A system for keeping track of how the project evolves 
over time as a result of interrelated findings

• Help teachers understand methodologies used by 
researchers 

• Engage teachers in design of a parallel research plan of 
some level of complexity they can do in the classroom  



Contexts for Use

1. Broader Impacts Components of Research 
Grants

2. STEM Education Focused Grants

Activities:
RETs

Young Scholars

Teacher Workshops

Classroom Research Projects

Classroom Science Lessons 
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